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because it holds its color so well.
“Some companies just spray the color on the
mulch,” explained Cordie. “We actually soak the
mulch in Colorbiotics colorant, and it is agitated by a
series of augurs in the vat. That gives the colorant
time to soak in, and gives it good penetration of the
mulch. Customers appreciate vat dyed mulch. We go
through about eight drums of BASF’s Colorbiotics
colorant each year. It’s a good product.”
Employee Jesse Powell has been in charge of mulch
coloring for three years. He is an expert with the operation’s 20 year old Fecon vat-coloring machine.
Because the unit only colors about 5-cubic-yards of
mulch at a time, building a stockpile is not a quick
process. During the coloring process, Powell changes
jobs frequently. First, he jumps into the driver’s seat
of the CAT 928G loader to put 2 buckets of mulch
into the Fecon. Then he hops down to recheck the
computerized automated dials on the machine. Next,
he monitors the colored mulch being discharged from
the door on the back of the vat. When necessary, he
breaks up jams with a pitchfork.
From there, the well soaked, colored mulch is
conveyed by a Finlay 524 conveyor into its proper
bin. This particular morning, Powell was coloring
dark chocolate mulch, so dark it looked almost black.
This is currently Hathaway’s most popular color.
When Powell initially adjusts the mix of water and
colorant, he first sets the Fecon’s computer controls
on “manual” to purge the water from the lines and to
get the dye flowing into the bottom of the pump,
where it’s mixed with the water. When the color is
right, he turns the computerized controls to automatic. The automatic feature ensures that the correct
color is produced. It also hydraulically opens and
then reseals the discharge door on the back of the
while it controls the discharge augurs and the
conveyor.
Nevertheless, the controls need to be re-checked
regularly, even when set on automatic because of the
machine’s vibrations, which can dislodge the settings. Powell regularly checks the settings, maintaining the proper amounts of water and Colorbiotics, to
make sure the vibrations have not changed them.
For the dye to work properly, clean water is needed, Cordie explained. The clean water is trucked to

This Vermeer tub grinder, owned by a Saint Paul, MN utility, which is transported to Cordie's tipping
yard periodically to grind waste wood to be used for biomass fuel. Cordie prefers not to use his
equipment on the material brought in by businesses and households.
the site in milk trucks from a dairy, and stored in a
10,000 gallon tank on site. It costs about $800 for the
two milk tanker loads of water needed to fill the tank,
which adds significantly to their cost of producing
colored mulch. “I’ve already emptied the water tank
once this season,” commented Powell in late May.
The Colorbiotics/water mixture enters the Fecon,
traveling through recycled milk house hoses, to two
sets of sprayers, one at the front and one at the back
of the vat. The mulch is agitated around in the vat to
absorb the color with a series of three augurs. A lower
augur returns the mulch, which has been pushed to
the back of the vat to the front again. That ensures
the mulch and colorant have been mixed thoroughly.
When the batch is complete, a door in the back of
the vat opens hydraulically, and an augur moves the
sopping wet mulch from the vat and onto the conveyor. Powell finishes emptying the vat with the pitchfork. Then the exit door is automatically closed and
sealed, ready to be loaded with the next 5-cubicyards of mulch.
Cordie is careful which ground-up wood he uses for
the colored mulch. ”We wait for two weeks after the
mulch is ground, until the moisture level is lower so
it will absorb the colorant,” he explained. “However,
if the mulch gets too old and dry, the wood cells can’t
accept the color at all.”
Other incoming material

Although Cordie also runs a tipping yard on site
where homeowners and businesses can get rid of
yard waste, wooden skids and softwoods, he does not
grind that material himself with his Morbark. That
pile is saved for a Saint Paul, MN utility that uses it
for biomass fuel. They grind the wood with a Vermeer
horizontal grinder. “The utility would like me to grind
it for them, but I’m afraid of wrecking my Morbark
with metal contaminants,” Cordie explained. ”Repairs
would be too costly.”
To obtain more material for mulch making, Cordie
does allow three other tree care companies to drop off
chipped material at his yard that he will grind into
mulch. “These companies are careful about keeping
out metal contaminants. My tipping fees for this are
only about one-fourth of what they used to be,” he
explained. “Twenty years ago, not many people
around here used mulch. We had to spread the
ground-up wood on cornfields in the winter to get rid
of it. Today we can use it to produce a salable product. So we lowered our tipping fees to these tree
companies, to give some of the savings back to the
producers.” For more information on Hathaway Tree
Service, visit their website at www.hathawaytreeservice.com .

Rick Cordie with bin of -3-inch vat dyed mulch
colored with Colorbiotics. This is one of four colors
he offers his customers.

Jesse Powell double checks the delicate computer controlled settings for water and Colorbiotics colorant to be
sure the vibrations of the Fecon haven't changed the proportions of each that will be used for dyeing the next
vat of mulch. The operation uses about eight barrels of Colorbiotics Impact colorant a year.

The SERCO loader operator picks up a large “bite”
for the Morbark to chew into -3-inch mulch.

